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ELECTION REFORMS – NEED OF THE TIME
PREAMBLE
It is right at this point of time to think on the election reforms as the very
basic need for it had created adequate consequences in wear and tear to feel it is
daunting. President of India had given certain normative directives for reforms
from his own experience, I would say it is the voice of majority , not his own on
Constitution, a must for every citizen, politician especially. In reality, several
factors both native and international cling to form new clouds that several times
we stand on the reformed society and talk on reformation policy. It is for the very
basic reason that reformation is not something special, excellence, advanced but
eternity to serve everyone. President high lighting the role of party in parliament
is wrong basically, the majority members who belong to a party will not decide
upon any event of the parliament for sure. The party for every member assures
transparency and accountability holding only ex officio status as part of the
society approved by government to nominate a member to parliament on its
behalf to represent common and execute Constitution. A citizen, a global citizen
otherwise can represent his opinion as his own right to think and express in any
of the government issues across the globe and is valid that there is no need for
restrictive frame work for parliamentary membership. It can have as many as
possible if the spectrum is opened online and continuous. It is not certainly acts,
but norms mandate makes people live. It is quoted already the government of
India has federal parliament, though it is not specifically named so by
constitution. Rather, constitution gives adequate values to the opinion of
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everyone, the order of its priority is in the clarity with which the society is
formed. Having said much earlier the congress is just the group of learned
members who could talk on the governance on behalf of natives to British, it has
no core in government as party. But has the role to bring more learned members
to make the nation strong, special, unique and valuable. It has to make the
government void free by being responsive, accessible and ready to accept
suggestions and upgrades. President of India concluded that the issues that rake
up his mind cannot be dealt by reality, I make it clear nothing under this world for
sure is difficult to deal with by reality. It appears so for the priority one needs. It
is there as granted value, not what one could demand that all things that comes
in his mind could be put forth , creating the transparency and accountability that
he represents the state of the mind and art of the common civic. Not his
own………………..It may appear an escape, but it is the hood the constitution offers
for everyone go aboard his job requirements not only to make sure of it, but to
progress it always. There are no clear segments and facts pulled out in this article,
but mere focus to dissolve vote based elections altogether. If I get the
opportunity to dissolve one word in English dictionary, it is nothing but vote by all
means. There are loads to this order like charge, offend, defend, nominate,
second and more. It is simply me and the world, the eternal concepts that makes
everyone happy, competent, and holistic always. Betterment is innate, intrinsic,
evolution that it is an illusion, ridiculous, to set to one form, statuette and say the
same is in long term. There are always deviations that take one step at a time, say
your steps are measured, you find your steps then are simply leaps for the
confidence you build. India’s rise in the global forum is not a mirage, is not to be
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worked upon, but to be given out simply in transcendence taking the assurance
from the supreme force, it has its due to be served to global forum at every point
of time. It was in silence, accepted a stance as developing country for the majority
who wanted to waive of the past simply. Past cannot be erased, it can not be
forgotten, and it need not be remembered too which makes the difference.
Simply make sure you stand on the day old riches and moving on , as grounded,
firm by concepts, eternal truths. Then you will realize, facts are not the past. This
forenote is needed to analyze what electoral system is and what it really means
as elect.
INTRODUCTION
Elect is to find suitable for. To fix into cosmic order to initiate efficient,
effective, free flow of energy to create an effortless, yielding ecology and
productive environment. Thus the criteria are ready acceptance, resourceful, ability
to handle every scenario progressive and take on betterment for the majority. An
elected person is thus holds only the basic criteria as the citizen of a nation nothing
more than that. When he takes up suggestions and makes it his decision, its
execution brings him all the merits. On the contrary if he sticks on to his decision,
afraid of taking others decision, intransigent to say his decision is the finale, he
loses support in the long run , creates chaos to assume power and thus diverts the
core from the purpose totally. It becomes then existence, survival, where the fittest
is the dominant to hold on the position however. Only this led top hierarchy and
kept the entire election system a laugh stock. I mean it for Indian scenario, it is the
same all over the world for the propaganda made to win the election, not to create
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conviction on transparency and accountability that the competency serve for long
in a better manner giving comfort , progression for all.
ELECTORAL PROCEDURE
It shall be from the scratch as how the properties belonging to an individual
received access, supplies to sustain and progress as mutual assistance, group
initiatives and that eventually formed the government where the people of the
groups send their leads for benefit of majority as members. This formed kingdom,
moved on as monarchy, empire and so on. The King had all , inherited all good
qualities and remain incomparable that he is assisted by his member crew to
spread and launch on more similar ventures to govern more. This gave way for
requirement of more members and a common code to govern, that it moved on to
constitutional monarchy where anyone from the citizens too can be lauded as king
and the required qualities be lauded on to him through spirits, accumulated
settlement, imposition and so on that eventuated in return as master slavery
attitude to batch culture the civic to a set of instructions to add to the society thus
kingdom. From these masses those who got more focused by the slavery
inheritance experienced bursts that gave rise to revolts and more of religion and
isms to be followed simply with no lead thus the principles hold the priority. This is
how the constitution of every nation was formed as common code of agenda for
public affairs that sets a paradigm and due space for all to live and move on ably
with no powers of intervention at all. The struggle between the lauded and
inherited gave way to lauded that the base core or purpose is superseded by the
benefits and perks, symbol of identity that anarchy creep in , in lieu of democracy.
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Democracy is liberation; everyone is set to rule their self seeking what they want
from the government. But the residual monarchy gave them observation and take
hold of others by power that the struggle lasts even after liberation.
ELECTION COMMISSION
Election commission takes care of electoral procedures as per its policy,
regulating parties to follow constitution. Unfortunately there is a overlap on the
assembly act and election commission norms that, the assembly act dominates
giving powers to party in the forum conduct. As per constitution there is no such
provision as opposite party, there is no provision as party that has majority, forms
governance. They are followed so, simply for the inheritance from British regime
and constitution has no reference to such preferences and party bias. Election
commission has to regulate every activity of the party to go in order with its
mission, vision and goals which are formed based on constitution. It cannot support
a leader, an individual, his or her influence makes the mass follow blind of his/her
orders. In reality for the powers of governance as government itself, for the
influence of parties as governance, Election commission is just a witness to state
affairs though it goes just opposite to its own vision, insisting legal action which
would progress or dissolve the election commission for the vested powers of the
court. Unfortunately the issues are dealt simply to pile up files of legal suits to get
repeated every time , more refined too to transparency questioning the moral
stake holding of common civic, how informed are they of government and more.
Vote based election is not a must. It is cumbersome adding to traditional way
of mooting power to gain energy which is simply speculating, not progressive. It
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gives way to power struggles, threats and crimes and thus the victims form a part of
shadow governance and that is only giving way to black money. Money involved
mounts to crores that makes the populace misunderstand the system has only
governance and that controls government which is just the opposite in reality.
Election is taken as the way to shear energy, toss and get boom from public
schemes sharing the benefits that the value of the nation goes down despite
getting more funds and attention from global agencies too. This not only increases
the stake value simply as stock but also makes the system inert, redundant. When
the resources deplete, goes to corrupt the reserves we don’t find dynamism,
activity will then be push and pull against self that there will be tremors as
terrorism, natural calamities and more. Having experienced all these, having found
no way to curb money involved in election procedure, having known there is none
to create awareness as by election, reelection are all ridicules of the system, it is to
bring in federal by direct appointment making the parliament continuous and
progressive, enacting constitution as mandate thus every activity of the
government becomes individual specific enrolling all common as citizens. It is more
privileged and effortless than being common civic. There is no risk at all, no
intervention at all that everyone will be assured of right to live automatically. For
the right to live, they gain self esteem and dignity that they store profound positive
energy, remain clear of their stance and move ahead always. What difference it
makes in the existing system?. It automatically makes everyone focus on self and
claim for their competency and actualized values that there won’t be overriding
energy as peer pressure. There will be more of benefits than what everyone would
get out of booming by tossing to more of opportunities for sure because the energy
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of sustenance itself is pronounced due to confidence much higher. There is no
sauté, wit and will, imposition of guilt too, you just remain confident, gather energy
and remain progressive always as unbeatable, as transparent and accountable.
When federal system is introduced everyone in the system will have their own
values , the lauded one as basic itself is absolutely much higher than what one
would get out of proving competency that they remain progressive always as
against the lethargy they would get in the existing system of job assurance. You
won’t have association, parties, moves to self, creating messes, risks and challenges
to government, rather they form a part of the government taking right job for them
to add values .Thus in federal system the job becomes not laborious and
demanding, but passionate and adding. Directly or indirectly , vote based election
system encourages master slavery , the norms of the constitution too which gives
fundamental rights, duty and directives are all viewed as rights that people tend to
find facts and claim, not do deeds and claim. Vote based election system too
encourages mockery and mediation that it gives way for crimals and victims more
than making common civic and citizens. Politics all the whole is being viewed only
as money involved and thus the very purpose of self nomination, sovereign citizens
coming forward to work with government ceases. It is just right the seminar throws
light on economic reforms with reference to electoral issues. Only this loop hole
permits unaccountability for the chaotic transfer that prevails for fetching votes,
conducting election as per the directions of few individuals, including army force
and more which questions the very basics of democracy. It is rightly said parties
need to be accountable for which there need to be guidance as giving them due
participation for norms. Parties are all, including all NGOs need to be for their
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policy, forming trust, trust funds be put to use for meeting the policy thus
sovereign, productive, not profit making, booming anyways. No party, association,
move meets the requirements put forth as the trust could have funds only as
collected membership fee of Rs.10 per head every month. Rest of its funds are due
to government that government takes a stake hold in running the expenditure
inducting government personnel to regulate them, their right to think and express
for norms. Nothing existing will change, but the reserve they lock will be to
government reserve, that the government adds value to its self. The morale of the
members goes up that the social values moves up as higher perspectives. By
elections have been banned in Tamilnadu, Local body elections have been delayed.
This doesn’t mean the situation will turn up to conduct them anyways, but needs
the attention of government to call on federal appointment.
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
Federal is centralized that it assures right to live of every individual concerned
as centralizing their worth to live on, ability to add more. Priority of governance is
always governing self. It is certainly not that could control all others. But that which
convinces, makes everyone else comfortable to take on, suggest more too to be
sovereign, sustain the system balancing their takings to remain progressive. It is
simply appointments by self nomination giving the portfolio attested by party,
endorsed by government, manifesto supported by party taking the help of
government to make it mess free. In a ward or a constituency, when the election is
called on, parties nominate members and the same need to be on assuring that
they know to conduct themselves to Constitution. The articles of it need not be
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known, but the preamble is a mandate and that is easy too to be followed. This sets
in authenticity, not authority that the day old habit of tapping the gut goes off. This
is the core to conflicts that the high order perspectives, lessen, cease the conflicting
scenario setting in amity. When people get nominated for election, as public
representatives, one among them is going to be voted through majority and that
the same could be conviction within them to choose one supported by the rest
forming a committee. The manifesto presented by them all could be amended,
strengthened and given for enacting during the tenure that there will be assured
progression. Public will have access through communicating suggestions that there
won’t be petitions of grieves and blames. There would be more of registry as
appreciations and hall marks for everyone concerned. What is not served for claims
is to endowment for the ignorance of the concerned which makes none in grieve,
but to charity. By making the election system federal, the groups behind simply to
boost the individual goes off, they form group to assist one for betterment visibly
getting their due officially. Thus there won’t be inflation of black money too,
justifying it is being taken only to spend for the election. Nothing better than this
economic reforms would be with respect to election issues for sure.
CONCLUSION
I wish a reference be made to the following link to take on the suggestions
concluded.
http://indianexpress.com/article/india/president-calls-for-electoral-reformsincreasing-parliament-seats-4605191/
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The fragile opportunistic coalition is formed in election procedures that
gets repeated very frequently in routine, not at the spell of five years is to be
understood as dynamism. If it goes federal, no appointment would call on election
thus it results in effective official system, economic reserves too. Fragile becomes
flexible, yielding productively then. Changes are there in the system, but it takes a
long time for demonstrations and order. It is cosmic thus in fractions of seconds the
order would go for the vested authenticity by nature. It need not wait for
adjustments that would many times the settlement lessoning a few by atrocity
from outside, fake boom from inside and that gets repeated in the social forum for
not creating conviction, and this is certainly not tradition. Calling on election very
frequently is not certainly the instability in governance, but the dynamism
warranted for the swift in social progression. Population census is a takeover
scenario from nature thus goes in vain however technical the system goes. The
logic lost gets established as futile wasting more money on it. Take the population
as human reserves granted to balance the energy needed for evolution of nature.
There is no native and foreign if humane is taken and that is the core for global
stance. If you can’t afford to a new opportunity to be shared and become effortless
adding more, it goes as inability every way. This only sets a check as ‘I am busy’
escapism. Birth rates, death rate, certification there in are all the fake statistics that
would convolute progression giving way for mockery. Nature only is eternal, rest of
all are to evolve expanding nature, not at the expense of nature which matters
much.
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Not only British, even US works on decentralization of powers only. Their states
are our districts in areal extent. Make every ward a constituency simply and
integrate them on the virtual space, through internet, e governamce, to add to
nation. Parliament is strengthened not certainly by lok saba, but Rajya saba. Lok
sabha will gain its significance only when the people add to the government by
their well being, not bombard it with grieves and complexities woven around myths
and reservations. Unfortunately we spend crores and major quotient in army ,
missiles to show up our nation is strong. Strength is ability built on brilliance. It is a
misunderstanding 51 majority out of hundred has all the right and authority, where
in practical scenario, less than 51 has authority and right, not responsibility. In
reality, all 100 has right and authority not on others, but on society, government,
social issues in common that matters much. Not only this hundred govern, they
represent the governance of every citizen assuring their well being is the concept of
electoral system. Responsibility is not sacrifice taking empathy, sympathy moving to
allopathy, it is simply doing might in transcendence and leaving the rest to nature’s
order, homeopathy. Not me but you, is the motto of National social service, is
getting trolled even as self bound duty to not me, but you, making it occupational
eventuating bounces. It is not right even as assuming powers, it is simply
contribution on passion creating conviction, satisfaction, settlement from drift that
their moral instinct pays the due that only will set the flow natural as against
equality claiming equanimity. It is always equitable and that is the reason for the so
mentioned fragile opportunistic coalition too. Economic reforms with reference to
electoral issues could be taken as with reference to political issues to include
multifaceted attributes to remain flaw free thus transparent and accountable.
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Every good and bad deed goes to constitution thus the gross domestic produce of
nation, not certainly to governance, majority party, its leader and so on anyways. It
is spell bound as authenticity out of competency, not pin drop silence as authority
out of powers that matters much to reforms to take a long way.
President and Governors have the powers, authority to enact norms by self.
President need not suggest anything, he could enact norms by self. I don’t have
much of education on the presidential output of every president of free India, but
for Dr.Abdul kalam for remaining in transparency and accountable, would like to
quote his book India 2020, most of it has the practicality eventuated to be un
beatable in its hard core. He said his recommendation as energizing the entire
president estate through solar power was not accepted, he was then the president.
Solar for photo voltaic fail for which it would have been delayed. Solar works well
for energy, only as black body radiation, it could also be taken as block body
radiation because all that obstructs sun rays store, radiate heat waves. Dissolving
vote based election and forming federal government creates no economic issues
for sure that it can be for his own decision which is what the social pressure
expects. Unbeatable is smartness, specialty to transparency and accountability for
which transparency and accountability is called for, for all to remain smart and that
is right to live. Thus being good is right to live, unbeatable, not being able. Earn
more and keep it in reserve as not to be scape goated, is wave. Earn more by doing
infinite small that you will be applauded is eternity. This is true possession by
merits. Dissolving vote based election is not a historical event, but progressive
eventuality that there need not be fear and want of acceptance. Conviction is set in
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more than 100 percent in every sphere that simply announce federal government
and stand special in global progression. India will then take its place in global
governance which is to every other nation across the globe, the core is in enacting
constitution which is accepting all outcome, not expecting output designed for the
procedure, as against tradition. Accreditation is this, accepting one as qualified by
default for his own intricate values that builds his self esteem and dignity, not
testing the quality with set parameters.
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